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Towards the end of Mary’s reign, in the summer of 1558, the  Communars’
Accounts  of Wells Cathedral1 record considerable expenditure on service
books, new vestments and  other related  items. The entries concerning vest-

ments are as follows:2

Paid to  Richard  Roberts of London, gentleman, for 12 silk
copes  and  6 tunics  and dalmatics by order of the chapter £18 Os. 0d.

For carriage 25. 7d.
Payed to  Master  Lynge June 13 for  a  piece of redde

buckeram  5  3/4 yeatds, price 10d. 1e yearde, altogether 4s. 6d.
Payed to William Lynge for  4  3/4 yeardes of Redde

Buckram  at 10d. le yearde 4s. 0d.
Payed more to hym for 5yeardes of  canvassc  at 7d. 1e

yeaxde, altogether 25. 11d.
Fayed more to hym for 42 yeardes of dowless for  6  albes

at  8‘/zd. 1e yearde 29s.  9d.
Paied for the makyngc of threAlbes  and for  yncle  2d. 25. 4d.
And for threAlbes  more and yncle 25. 0d.
Fayed to William Lynge 27 June for a pece of grene

buckram  5V2 yeardes at 10d. le yearde, altogether 4s. 7d.
'  Paiede to John  Bodye  for 10V: yeardes of yeolowe  Buckram

at 10d. 1e yearde 8s. 9d.
Paied moreto hym for fowre yeards of  canvas  at 7d. the '

yearde 2s. 4d.
and  threde 1d.

This  is  a revised  version of  a paper  given at the  Medieval  English Dress and  Textile Society
conference  on English medieval embroidery on 9  October  1999.

For the  most  part I have relied on  printed sources, but  have  checked original  docu-
ments  where  I  thought  it necessary. All the  archive material is fromWells  Cathedxal unless
stated otherwise. I  should  like to acknowledge the  part  played by Frances Neale, the
Cathedral  Archivist, in this venture. It was she who  alerted  me to the feasibility of  this
piece of research and  throughout  has willingly provided  help and guidance.

'  Communaxs’ Accounts (hereafter CA).  These  accounts begin in  1327  but during the
medieval period there are  many gaps. They are in Latin and in the  form  of rolls, but from
the mid-16"I century there  are  also  some  paper  notebooks. All the  accountsfrom1327  to
1600  were translated  and  indexed  by Linzec Colchester, former Cathedral  Archivist, and
a typescript  of his work is  available  at the cathedral. The  references  I give, with one
exception, axe to the pages of this typescript.

2  CA, paper  notebook marked ‘1556’, f. 8.
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Paied for  a  quarteran of  a  pounde of Redde  grene  and
yeolowe Threde 14d.

paied to William Lynge  5  July 1558 for  8  yeards of dowles
for an  Albe  for the Busshopsaulter 55. 8d.

paied for the  makyngc  of the snide  Aulbe  and yncle 8d.
133d  to Sir  Thomas  Hooper 12 of July for  a  quaner of a

pounde of blewe  threde  bought at  Robert  Coletts 12d.
paied for halfe a  quarter  more of Redd grene and yeolowe

thtede 6d.

Paied for Buckmms (2 peces) Vestment Rybons  (17 peces)
and a  pounde  of colowred  threde, as by the signed bills 335.  0d.

paied to Sir  Thomas Hooper  for newe  makyng of two
Sewts and coopis as per pro the bills allowed him 245. 3d.

paied to Master Lynge 28  August  for  8  yeards of dowlis for
an Albe for the morowmasse at 9'/zd. 65. 4d

paied  more  to hym for  2  yeards of  grene Buckram  9d.  a
yeaxde, altogether 18d.

payed for two peces of brode ynkle to make  vestment
gurdilles 2s. 2d.

These entries suggest that the  cathedral  was having to re-equip itself with
goods  which had had to be discarded during the reign of Mary’s predecessor.
What  happened to  those  earlier vestments? Were they sold, given  away, dis-
mantled, recycled} even pmloined? The  accounts  show no sumsreceived for
the sale of vestments, nor of precious items suchas gold thread or jewels.
Neither do the records contain any hint of malpractice. Whatever the fate of
the medieval  vestments, they vanished at the time of the  Reformation  as
though  they had never been.

What  the cathedral has left are the effigies of  Bishops  wearing vestments,
notably John Drokenford, died 1329, Ralph of Shrewsbury, died  1363, John
Harewell, died 1386, and Thomas  Bekynton, died 1465. Of these  Drokenford’s
is the  most  interesting as the  colour  is almost certainly original.4 Both Ralph
of Shrewsbury’s and John  Haxewell’s  effigies  bear little  or no  colour  and are
badly scarred with 18th century graffiti.  Bekynton’s  effigy has been  re-painted
more  than  once.  There  are  also  alabaster carvings of three canons on an
undenu'fied tomb, a. 1450, in St Calixtus’ chapel which  have  been described
as ‘the  best  illustrations of the vestments worn by cathedral clergy at the time’.5
The west from carvings include numerousbishops and other clerics. Close

3  Rea-cycling of vestments was not  unknown.  On  2  May 1506 the  ptecentor  and the
archdeacon  of Wells were  instructed  to  examine  all ancient, unused  vestments in the  sacristy
so  that  they could be  converted  to  other uses.  HMC, Calendar of M55 belonging to the
Dean and Chapter of Wells, vol.  2  (hereafter HMCZ), 1914, p. 193.

‘  P.  Tudor-Craig, Walk SMQMm, in  Well: Cathedral. A  Hirtag, ed. L.S.  Colchester, Shepton
Mallet 1982, p.  125.

5  LS.  Colchester, Walk  Catludml, Bell’s Guide, 1987, p. 109.
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study during the recent conservation programme revealed traces of patterning
and colouring on some of  their  robes.6

Wells has no surviving inventories of its medieval vesunents  like  those at
Hereford and  Lincoln  but there are records of gifts and bequests of vestments
made to the  Cathedral. The earliest is dated  6  April 13817 and it concerns  a licence
granted by the Chapter for the burial of William de Odecumbe, canon, in  con-
sideration of his services and costly gifts to the  cathedral.  The  gifts  are listed as:

One cope of IndigoB satin with images of the  Coronation  and Assumption of
the Virgin embroidered in gold (aum text.)9 with  a  gold  boss  (nodu/a) of great
weight and with  precious  stones  inserted, namely one ruby value  4 marks,
three  diamonds value  8marksand 12 great  pearls  worth  205.

One red  chasuble  of  satin  woven with gold.
One 21b and  amice  with embroideties (pamra) of the same suit.
One stole and fanon  (fanulum) of cloth of gold of  another  suit.
Two towels and two napkins of cunning work, one napkin for the  high  altar,

another for the altar of St. Mary behind the  same, to be used at  high
feasts.

The next two gifts came fromthe  estate of Bishop Ralph of Shrewsbury. On
27  April  1368lo an indenture and  a  receipt were drawn up acknowledging that
the dean and chapter had received from the  bishop’s  executors, who included
William Camel, the Precentor, a  pair of white vestments with  fmtnituxe  for
St Mary’s chapel, as well as  a  missal and £10 for the cathedral fabric. The
dean and chapter had alsorecovered a number of items, including vestments,
which the bishop had borrowed.  These  were:

Three  copes  of red silk (camera), one with  a  great morseof silver  gilt,
enamelled.

One chasuble.
One tunic and red dalmatic with  images  embroidered in gold: of one suit.
Three albs.
Three  amices.

5  J. Sampson, Walk  Cathedral.  Wm at.  Camhurlion, Salami" and  Comemation, Wells 1998,

pp.  182—270, .S'mébttm Cara/agile, esp. nos  128, 163, 217,  223,  227,  230, 322, 323,  325, 326,  327.
7  HMC, Calendar of M55 belonging to the  Dean  and Chapter of  Wells,  vol. 1, 1907

(hereafter HMCl), p. 290. Odecumbe was to be  buticd near  the  tomb  of Bishop Ralph

of Shrewsbury, ‘but  in  a  humble place 10  feet  distant therefrom  southward’.
a  The original  Latin text uses  the word  inde, R. 1. (LiberA/bu: 1), f.  281.  All the  printed

sources  have  translated this  as ‘Indian’, but my mentor  in  such  matters, Anne  Sutton,

thinks  it  should  be  translated as  ‘indigo’ or  ‘blue’.
9  The verb  texto  can be translated as  ‘woven’ or  ‘embroidered’.  I  have relied  on the

context  to guide me  wherever  possible. I was grateful for Prof. Norman  Morgan’s  contri-

bution at the  MEDATS  conference; he had encountered  a  similar problem when  using
the  Vatican archives  and adopted  a similar  solution.

‘0 HMCl, p. 109, and  RIII  (Liber  Rabat), f.  204;  HMCZ, p.  629,  Charter no.  380.
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Two stoles.
Three maniples.
Three  girdles, one of green silk  with ornaments  of silver.
One pair of sandals of the same  suit.
One dalmatic.
One  tunic  of red silk (cantata) lined with black.

In addition the  dean  and chapter  bought fromthe executors  a  ‘noble’ orphrey
for £4.

Fourteen years later, on  8  August  1382, William Camel made an additional
gift to the cathedral." It comprised  a  cloth of gold given to him by the countess
of Kent,12 an embroidered amice, two pieces of red buckramand borders and
an orphxey bequeathed  to him by Bishop Ralph.  These were  to be made  into
a  cope at Camel’s expense, provided it was reserved for his use  during his
lifetime.

In  1423  Henry Bower, Archbishop of York, who had been bishop of  Bath
and Wells from 1401—8, bequeathed to Wells a suit of vestments of white
wool and gold, three copes, a chasuble, tunics or dalmatics, amices, stoles and
maniples, together  valued  at £18 135. 4d.13 Wells had some difficulty in
obtaining this bequest. In  1437—8 John Hody, the Precentor, was paid 45. for
a writ threatening to  prosecute  the  archbishop’s  executors if they did not hand
over the vestments to Wells.  This  must  have had the desired effect as late:
that year John, the cathedral messenger, was paid 165. 8d. for riding to York
to collect the vestments.“

Nicholas Bubwith, who succeeded Henry Bowet as bishop,15 died on
27  October  1424. In his will, made  three  weeks earliext,“s he bequeathed to the
high  altar of the cathedral ‘the  best  suit of ecclesiastical vestments which I
have among all my vestments’.  He  listed  these as one  cassock, two tunicsand
three copes with amices, stoles, maniples and other  things  appertaining. He
also bequeathed to the  high altar  one fair frontal and one  super frontal  well
and beautifully worked  with pearls or gems and one cross‘the  best  that Ihave
and one pyx, the  best’. What did Bubwith mean by ‘the  best’. We can form
some idea from other  gifts  which he made. Just before his death he founded

"  HMC1, p.  292.
‘2 See below for  further references  to the  countess of Kent.
‘3 Tbs  Regimr ofHeny Bunion; Bic/10p afBatl)  and  Walk,  1401—7, ed. E.H.  Bates, Somerset

Record Society (hereafter  SRS) Publications  13, 1899, introduction, pp.  xxv, xxvi, refers
to fistmmta Ehamtem‘ia, ed. J.  Raine, Suttees  Society Publications  4, 1836, pt 1, p.  399.

“  CA, pp. 93, 94.
'5 Henry Bowett  was made  archbishop of Yorkin 1408 when Henry IV  successfully

persuaded the  pope  not to appoint  Robert  Hallum. Bubwith, then Bishop of  Salisbury,
was translated to  Bath  and Wells and Hallum was compensated with the see of  Salisbury,
DNB.

'6 SommeIMediwal [Vt/Zr, SemndSerm, 1501—1530, with 10m: Somme! willrpmmedatlambetb,
ed. EW. Weaver, SRS  Publications  19, 1903, p.  327, ref. to 378 Chichele.
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a  chantry at  Bath  Abbey and the prior and chapter  undertook  to service the
chantry in consideration of a gift of 300 marks and of  vestments worth£200.
The deeds confirming this  arrangement describe the  vestments  in detail as ‘a
chasuble  and two tunicies with their furniture of crymesyn velvet with orfreys
powdered with pearls in rose fashion, the thirdorfrey with figures in two rows
and other ornaments’.l7 If these Bath  vestments were not  Bubwith’s best then
those  bequeathed to Wells must  have  been truly magnificent.

According to William Worcester, Thomas Bekynton  also gave vestments
to Wells  Cathedral.  Writing shortly after Bishop Bekynton’s death William
catalogued Bekynton’s building worksand mentioned, in  passing, his gifts of
vestments, foursets of purple, blue and white  tissue, with other ornaments,
to the  value  of 4,000 marks.”

This  is the  last  mention of any significant gift of  vestments.  They were
not, of  course, the only vestments  owned by the cathedral, but they would
have been some of the  most preciousand spectacular.

Many of the cathedral  chantries  had  their  own vestments. Both Bubwith
and Bekynton built chantry chapels in their. own lifet1'mes.‘9 The care of the
vestments belonging to them feature occasionally in the records. In  1488  and
again in  1489  John Stevens and John Hyll, canons, were instructed to inspect
and survey all the jewels, vestments and ornaments belonging to Bubwith’s
and Bekynton’s  chantxies  respectively.20 How these two chantries acquired
these  vestments  is not recorded but  there  are references to the provision of
vestments for other  chantries.  None give detailed  descriptions.

In February 1341  John Martel, canon, deposited  £100  in the cathedral
treasury for a chantry of  5  marks to be performed yearly at the altar of
St Katherine, where the body of  Bishop Drokenfordlay.21 The dean and
chapter were to provide the necessary vestments and furnitureuntil the money
had been invested to secure an income for the chantry. Thereafter John would
provide  a  chalice, missal, three  pairs of vestments, three towels, bread, Wine
and  lights, or alternatively 40 d.  a  year, whichever the celebrant should  choose.

On 9 September 1406 William Wyncalton, canon, also gave £100, together
with a  chalice, missal, vestments and other furniture, this  time  to the vicars
choral for an  altar  to be set up before the image of the Holy Crosson the
northside of the high belfry for the celebration of weekly masses.22

In 1407—8 a messenger was paid 26s. 8d. for bringing precious vestments
to Wells for the soulsof Lord  Level  and Holland.” The arms of Thomas

'7 HMCI, pp.  467, 468, R111, ff.  333v-335;  HMCZ, pp.  666,  667,  Charters  nos  576,

577.

'8 William Worcester, Itinerariu, ed. ].H. Harvey, Oxford  1969,  p. 127.
'9 Tudor-Craig, 52144t p. 127.
1° HMCZ, pp. 113,117.
2‘ HMCI, p. 448.
’1 Ibid, p.  378.
21 CA, p. 40.
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Holland, Earl  of Kent, half brotherto Richard II, died 1397, impaled with
those of his wife, Alice  Fitzalan, died  1415, can be seen in a window in the
south transept.24 In  1400—1401 the countess’ servant had been paid £1 for
bringing her gift of two cloths of gold for the Sepulchxe25 and, as we  have
already seen, she had also made  a  gift of cloth of gold to William  Camel, the
precentor. Her generosity to the cathedral was recognised by the grant of  a
burial place also in the  south  transept.”S

On 20  April 1414, Richard Drayton, canon, gave an undisclosed sum of
money, a  chalice, manual and vestments to the mass priests of the  cathedral,
for an  altar of St.  Edmund in the  nave, for the  celebration of weekly masses.27

On 24 October 1452, John Storthwayt, the chancellor, founded  a  chantry
to be  called  the chantry of the Holy Saviour, the Blessed Virgin and all the
elect of God, at the altar of the Holy Cross, where  mass was to be celebrated
daily.“ The foundation deed sets out in great detail the conditions of the
chaplain’s appointment and his  duties. These included  the compilation of an
inventory of the ornaments and vestments presented by the founder. The
inventory was to be in  duplicate, one copy to be kept by the communax, but
this precaution  did not ensure its survival to the present day. The chaplain
was also responsible for mending and washing the vestments and keeping all
the  ornaments  in good repair.

In January 1510John Edmundes, canon, was accused of incontinence with
the wife of Hugh Elme  and, failing to appear to answer the charge, he was
declared contumacious. In  March  he submitted and was ordered to give  a  pair
of vestments worth  335.  4d. to the  altar  of Dean  Gunthorpe  before St George’s
day.  On 16  April  it was reported  that  he had delivered  a  pair of  vestments  of
white  damask  with “angells” according to the injunction laid uponhim.29

Six major gifts of vestments and six  mentions  of other gifts  must represent
only a  fraction of the total number of vestments owned by or used in the
cathedral. It is difficult for us to comprehend the  number  of services which
would have  taken  place in the cathedral every day, all requiring the appropriate
vestments. It has been calculated, for instance, that  the  chantry masses alone
would have numbered forty a  day.

Early in the sixteenth  centuxy Dean Cosyns compiled  a  collection of
transcripts relating to the cathedral, many of them fromsources no longer
extant.30 They consist  of statutes and  customs, some of them concerning

2° R.  Marks, Medieval  Stained  Clan; in  Colchester, Htlrtoy, p.  144.

25 CA, p. 34.
2‘ Marks, Clan, p.  144.
’7 HMCI, p.  445.  The bequest was presumably intended for the College of  Mounterey,

founded  in  1399  by Bishop Ralph Erghum for  chantry priests who were not  vicars  choral.
Colchester, Hixtogy, p. 39.

u  HMCI, pp.  456—58.
2’ HMCZ, pp.  219, 220, 221.
3° A.  Watkin, Dean  Cayn aud  Well: Cathedral  Miscellanea, SRS Publicau'ons 56, 1941.
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correct clerical dress. For instance, there are sections entitled ‘Of the Habit

of  Clerics  throughout the Yeatr’31 and ‘On what Feasts  lessons  are read in
surplices and responsories are sung in silk copes’.32 In an appendix to the
printed version the editor, Dom  Asked  Watkin, added at Wells consuetudinary,
based on the work of HE. Reynold in the nineteenth century and supplemented
by his own researches. It includes ‘A Kalendar of the Colours of the  Vestments
used and according as the Feasts and  Seasons  of the Year require in the  Church
of Wells’. Based on the use of  Sarum  it shows the predominance of red
for all the  main  feasts of the year, a  peculiarity found only at Wells and
Westminster.33

Dean Cosyns transcribed  a  number of  statutes promulgated to ensure that
the clergy and choristers obeyed the rules regarding dress. For instance, in
1298, Dean Walter de Haselchawe ordered  that  all Vicars  must take  part in
processions, particularly when they were expected to perform some special
function on a great feast day.34 ‘They must on no account take off their choir
cloaks until the collect is ended in choir  .  . . It is forbidden, even in virtue of
obedience, for any Vicar to  wear  his silk cope over his  choir  cloak at the night
office, since thispractice is in the highest degree unfitu'ng and likely to turn to
the great harm of the church’. Some of these  statutes were based on practical
considerations, rather  than  ritual. In 1460  Bishop Bekynton  decreed  that the
dean, canons and vicars were free, on  account  of the heat of summer, to dispense
with black cloaks during all day houxs fromEaster to the feast of St Jerome,
including matins when  sung in the evening, from the eve of Holy Trinity to
the feast of the Translation of St  Thomas, martyr. Midnight  matins were  to
be sung in black cloaks, according to the ancient custom of the church.35

It was important  that  clerical dress shouldbe seemly and not dictated by
changing fashions. This was especially relevant in the case of the boy choristers.
In 1459 the  boys  were instructed to wear surplices which were clean and
without holes and good  choir  cloaks unpatched and  reaching down to the
ground, fit for the time of the year and according to the  custom of the church.
So  dressed  they were to come to church two by two in order of seniority. At
other times each chorister was to wear  a  cassock reaching to the ground, long
tunics and short stockings. So clothed the boys  might  become more humble
and consequently the more disposed to virtue.36

It was not always the boys themselves who were to blame for breaches
of the rules. ‘If perchance it should happen  . .  .  that  at the expense of parents,
or of anyone else clothes or shoes should be ordered or made for the  said
choristers, taking the form of the lascivious, inept or vulgar, like  those  now

3' 112121., p. 30.
32 Ibid, p. 31.
3’ Ibid., p.  130.
3‘ Ibid, pp. 12, 13.
’5 Ibid, p. 11.
3‘ Ibid, p. 103.
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being worn in the world, as for example, pointed shoes, Ions  stockings, narrow
sleeves and  short  cassocks, in no manner no: at any conceivable time may
they be wornby the  said  choristexs’.37 The master of the choristers was to

confiscate the offending garments and find  a better  use for them.
Ultimate  responsibility for the care of the vestments rested with the  trea-

surer. Dean Cosyns recites the  statute made by the chapter on 9 July 1278
concerning his office including his  duties  with regard to the vestmentszas

To the Treasurer belongs the duty of cleaning the  church  when necessary
and of having the care of everything in the  church  — that is, to repair all the
vessels and ornaments, both of silk and linen, with the  silk  of St Andrew}9
If it  should happen  that anything new  must  be made he  must  have  recourse

to the prebend of St Andrew. He must also wash the vestments, appurten-
ances and cloths of the  altar  in the  usual  way whenever necessary.

It was a formidable task. In 1504—5, for instance, the communat paid 165. 8d.

for washing 100 pairs of  vestments  in the treasury and another 6d. for washing
vestments hanging in the choir stalls.‘10 Professor  David  Gary Shaw, in his
book ‘Creation of  a  Community’, states that the  cathedral  must  have  been  a
source of employment for  a  goodly number of Wells inhabitants.“l He estimated
that, in order to provide pn'ests for all the services and to  maintain  all the
vestments, ornaments, candles, books, etc., would have required a workforce

of as many as 200 people. The  small  size of Wells meant  that  the cathedral
made  a  considerable economic difference to the city, so  that  it seemed like  a
larger town.

Here the communars’ accounts come into  their  own. Under the heading
of Biddesham is recorded the annual expenditure on making and repairing
vestments and on other textiles such as altar  cloths, frontals, towels, napkins,

veils, curtains and the like.  This  was the expenditure in  just  one year, 1407—8:42

1  ell of  canvas  for the dedication veil and  1  small bell 9d.
Pd. to John  Mastey for  6  girdles for vestrnents in the

treasury 3d.
Pd. to John  Mastcy for thread and rings and for making a

veil before the high  altar 9d.
Pd. to Edw. Glover for making a  tunic for the Holy

Saviour  for the play in  Easter  week and for dyeing it 20d.

37 Ibid, 104.
’3 1M, p. s.
’9 The  silk  of St Andrew was  silk  paid for by receiptsfromthe  prebend  of Biddesham.

All receipts from this prebend, also  known  as the prebend of St  Andrew, were  devoted

to the upkeep of the cathedral.
4° CA, p. 180.
4‘ D.G.  Shaw, 7h Gratin” of a Communigl:  T be  Ciy (f Walk in the  Middle  Agar, Oxford

1993, p. 68.
‘2 CA, 13. 46.
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3  yds. of broad cloth covering the Cheque: at the  time  of
the  accounting 35. 8d.

Pd. to John Dychesmay for  7 ells  of woollen cloth of
Flemysscloth for  2  new 2l and  amices  and for  mending
3  2l and amices for  choristers 20d.

Pd. to Edw. Schopp for  1  lb. and V2 quarter  of  green  and
red thread bought in first instance for copies in the
treasury 17d.

To same Edw. for 5yds. of  bucktam  and  2  pieces of  silk
containing 14 yds. for the  copes  mentioned above 75. 1d.

One piece of muslin (carda) bought for the said  copes  and
for repairing other vestments in the treasury (the  piece
containing 15 yds:  therefore  cost 4d.  a  yd.  +  4d.  extra) 55. 4d.

Pd. to John Pole for making or mending the sd. vestments
and for  4  tunics to be made new for the  tabulars  and
choristers Ss. 5d.

Pd. for  2  pieces of red silk Rybande, 13 yds. long 25. 4d.
And  3  yds. green  taffeta 25. 0d.
Also purchase  of  5  yds. green muslin for  1 cope  and  1

tunic for the tabulars and choristers 19d.

A  few entries refer to skilled work, sometimes to embroidery. In  1416—17
John Rowland was paid £4 Os. 5d. for  making a  new cope of white damask
and for gold  stars  on the orphrey.43 In 1428—9 a final instalment of {6  135. 4d.
was paid for three white and  gold  copes woven or embroidered with small
roses and adorned with orphxeys with  images  in niches.“ In 1461 Henry
Cornyssh was paid  125.  11d. for setting 141  “horfys”, scallops and roses on
frontals for the high altar and 1d. each for making them.45 In 1470—71 Thomas
Sewell made four tunicles of green half say for the  tabulars  and  choristers  at
a  cost  of 65. 0d. on which were embroidered  sixtgen  flowers costing 5d. each.46
In 1497—8 the communar paid  535.  0d. for 53  leopards’ heads, theirpurpose
unknown, but they may have been connected with Henry VII’s visit  to Wells
in October  1497.47

Was this  skilled  work done locally or was it commissioned or bought
ready-made elsewhere? Professor Shaw has  said that  there was  a  high showing
of garment making crafts in Wells, perhaps because of the cathedral.48 However
it has proved very difficult to identify suppliers named in the  accounts as local
men. For example, none of the suppliers named in the 1407—8 account quoted
above are recorded as freemen of the city. Of  those  mentioned in the  previous

‘3 1M, p. 58.
4‘ 1M, p. 82.
‘5 15121. p. 139.
4‘ 1m, p. 146
‘7 1M, p. 172.
‘8 Shaw, Crealion, p. 68.
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paragraph only Henry Cornyssh was  a  freeman.49 John Rowland was a canon
of the cathedral and  Thomas  Sewell was a chantry chaplain”.  John Body from
whom the cathedral bought materials in 1558was  a  freeman and he was also
master of the guild of mercers, bakers, brewers and  innholders  in 1555.51

Purchases were made from  London, Bristol and Salisbury merchants.In
1448—9 William Stephyns of London was paid 105.  9V2d. for  9  pieces of  silk
ribbon and 13d. for  6  pieces of ‘thredyn’ ribbon52 and in  1455—6 43s. 11‘/2d.
was  spent  on  74% clls  of white Flemish cloth to make 12 21l and amices for
the  treasury.  Their making cost another  65. 0d. and carriage from London  cost
10d.53 Once London came to Wells. In  1446/7  9s. 6d. was paidfor ribbon
laces and 4s. 4d. for  4  ounces of black  silk  to  a  woman from London who
was in Wells.54 In  1455—6  at St  James’ Fair in Bristol the cathedral bought
15'/2  025. of silk ribbon for 18s. 1'/zd. and gold and silver thread costing 2s. 0d.
and 20d. respectively.55 There are more references to  purchases  from Salisbury.
ProfessorShaw has suggested that Salisbury merchants  were the greatest buyers
of cloth in Wells, so muchso that some became property owners in the city.56
The cathedral too had  links  with Salisbury so it is not surprising to find records
of  cathedral  payments to  Salisbury merchants nor of Wells  merchants visiting
Saturn Fair to buy on behalf of the  cathedral.  In  1445—6 Thomas  Brande,
described as  a  vesturer of Salisbury, supplied  2'/z  pieces of silk fringe at a  cost
of 3s. 2d.” and in the following year John  Attewater, 9. Wells merchant, bought
ribbon laces at  Saturn  Fair  costing 205. 5‘/zd.53

One of the Salisbury merchants arouses interest because of his name,
Thomas  Brawderer. In  1448—9  he supplied 24 yards of  ‘thredyn’ fringe for 22
making tunicles for the  tabulars  and choristers at  a  cost  of 20d. and  a  piece
of ‘motle’ price 1165.8d.59 Was he  descended  from  a  family of embroiderers?
No Salisbury records have so far provided any more information, with the

‘9 Walk Cigy Chm", ed.  D.O.  Shilton  and R. Holwotthy, SRS  Publications  46, 1932,
p.  453.  Henry Cornyssh was admitted to the freedom in  1453, having married the  daughter
of  a  burgess.

5° HMCI, p.  457, HMC2, p. 45 (John Rowland). HMC2, p. 113 (Thomas Sewell).
5‘ Shflton and  Holworthy, Ciy Chane”, pp.  xxx, 175. John Body was admitted by

patrimony in 1543.

52 William Stephyns was  a  Everyman of the London Mercers’ Company. He was admitted
in  1436 ‘with  the  consent  of all good  folk  of the mercery’ on payment of £5, Mercers’
Company Archives, Register  of Freeman.

5’ CA, p. 132.
5" Ibid, p. 109.
55 Ibial, p. 132
5‘ Shaw, Creation, p. 90.
57 CA, p.  102.
5° Ibid, p.  109.  Shilton  and Holwonzhy, Ciy Cbafim, p. 146.]ohn  Attewater  was admitted

to the  freedom  as  a stranger  by payment of  a  fine in 1444. He was  Master  of the City in
1454.

5’ CA, p. 117.
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exception of one entry in the city’s first ledger, where he appears as one of a

group of citizens co-opted to inspect the city’s ditches.60
It is ironic that the one surviving relic of the medieval vestments of Wells

Cathedral is the very object  that was meant to keep them  safe  — the splendid

cope chest which stands near the entrance to the Lady Chapel. The only
reference to it in the medieval records is  a  payment of 6d. to John Mastey in
1408—9 for lining the chest (Marga/um) with  linen.61 Its method of construction

suggests that it was  then  already 100 years old.“ The good news is  that  it is

still used to house some of the cathedral’s modern copes.

Glossary
Definitions are  a  compilation derived fromP. Clabburn, The  Needleworkm’ Dictionagt,
1976, and fromthe  Sbafier Oxford Dimming, unless indicated otherwise.

Alb Full  length  sleeved garment of white linen worn by priests, deacons
and sub-deacons at the service of the Eucharist.

Amice Band  or square of white linen worn by priests and others at the
Eucharist. It forms  a  filling-in at the neck of the alb.

Chasuble Vestment  usually worn by the priest officiating at the Eucharist.
The original  Roman  garment was circular, but when adopted as  a
vestment it was stiffened, embroidered and jewelled and it became
sleeveless to reduce the weight.

Cope Ecclesiastical outer garment or cloak. Often  thought  of as richly
decorated processional vestment but ordinary cloaks  with  a  hood
worn by other clerics, choristers  and monks are also copes. Cut as
semi-circles  with an ornamental  band  along the straight side (an
orphrey) falling from the neck to the feet. Usually has vestigial or
shield shaped hood.

Dalmatic Vestment worn by deacon  assisting at  Eucharist  and  other  solemn
services. Overtunic with wide  sleeves, generally decorated with two
vertical stripes fromshoulder  to hem.

Dowlas Strong coarse  linen originally used  for  shirts  for poor people.
Fanon See Maniple.
Inkle Narrow linen tape used for many purposes.
Maniple Strip of fabric embroidered en  suite  with the stole. Wornover  left

arm of priest, deacon or sub-deacon at celebration of the Eucharist.

“ Salisbury Cathedral  Fabric  accounts do not begin until 1465-6. The  Cathedral Archi-

vist, Suzanne Ewaxd, very kindly checked  the  first  year or so, but could find no  reference

to Thomas Brawdcter. Wiltshire Record Office, Index  to Wills, Sub-Deanery of  Sam, ‘

1361  —1478, and  Sarum Corporation Archives, Domesday Books, I-III; Ledger I, entry for

28 April  1458, f. 158v.

6' CA, p. 46.
‘2 This  was the  opinion  expressed by Cecil Hewlett, author  of  a numberof  books  on

medieval woodwork, to the late Linzee Colchester.
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Clasp which fastens  a  cope.  Usuélly jewelled or enamelled, but
sometimes embroidered.
Variegated, chequered  or  mixed  colour: an  incongruous  mixture.
Anne Sutton  thinks it would have been black velvet.
From the  Latin  for gold embroidery (aurifiglgium). Bands of
embroidery in gold or silk on  fronts  of copes, backs of  chasubles,
and altar frontals. '
Cloth of fine  texture  resembling serge: formerly partly of sillg sub-
sequently entirely of wool.
A  lesser  choir  clerk appointed to  ensure that  duties of singing,
serving and reading at services  were  carried  out.  At Wells  there
were three, appointed  by the chancellor. K. Edwards, Eng/13b Sew/(1r
Cathedralr in the  Middle Age:, Manchester  1967.
Anne  Sutton  suggests the fringe and ribbon would have been of
linen, not wool, or possibly of a  mixture  of silk and  linen.
Vestment  worn by sub-deacons or  clerks assisting at the Eucharist.
Cut like dalmadc but with  narrower  sleeves and generally plainer.
Probably a  clothier.
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